Advanced Exchequer
Empower your organisation with unrivalled financial
management, our solution enables you to easily deliver
best practice procedures and ultimately improve your
organisation’s performance.
The challenges

The solution

Client >

Directors face competing demands, being
required to ensure the effective running of their
organisation, whilst maintaining a
multidimensional view of performance, scrutinising
data to inform key decisions and reporting to key
stakeholders and external bodies.

Providing you with effective management of your
financial and related organisational processes
in one fully integrated system, our solution
is flexible and scalable to your needs. With
powerful real-time reporting, specialist sector
functions for individual industry needs, and
financial management on the move, our solution
liberates professionals from significant burdens,
enabling them to efficiently drive performance.

Lighthouse,
Poole Arts Trust

The benefits
Powerful reporting and Business Intelligence for
unrivalled analysis

“The biggest change
and cost saving
has come from the
fact that we have
been able to reduce
our administrative
headcount by 20%,
due to the fact that
Advanced Exchequer
provides automated
functions which were
performed manually
with the help of the old
Sage system."

Small to medium sized organisations are
specifically faced with further pressures, with
the need to ‘do more with less’, optimising
processes to drive performance and improve
profit margins. As a result, senior professionals
are accountable for numerous functions and
KPIs, required to manage multiple teams
and oversee key processes such as stock
management, sales order processing and
specialist industry requirements.
Directors of small to medium sized organisations
are therefore faced with formidable pressures
and demands on their time, effort and
resources.

The extensive suite of standardised and
configurable reports enables you to meet
internal, statutory and regulatory reporting
requirements regardless of complexity.
Drill-down capabilities allow you to analyse
and interpret your organisation’s real-time
performance in an instant, with live financial
reports removing the burden of manual
intervention.

Sector >
Theatre &
Entertainment
Project >
Advanced Exchequer

Graham Wilkin >
Head of Finance >
Lighthouse, Poole Arts Trust
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Advanced Exchequer
Instantly collating and distributing real-time
information automatically, our solution ensures
timely reporting to key stakeholders, allowing
you to focus on more productive areas to boost
your organisation’s performance further.
Our reporting suite is also available anytime,
anywhere and on any device, equipping you with
the tools, insight and analysis you need to make
effective decisions on the move.
Scalable and flexible to your needs
Configurable to satisfy your individual
organisational processes, our technology is
highly flexible to your needs and scalable to
meet your organisation’s growth. It therefore
provides you with the peace of mind that you
are consistently supporting and improving your
business performance, and are equipped to
manage any future challenges.

Further accommodating the increasing mobility
of the modern workforce, our technology
additionally integrates with its own expenses
processing mobile application. This allows for
instant photo-capture of receipts and expenses
entry, anytime, anywhere and on any device.

Client >

Interfacing with an expenses mobile app is
in line with the UK Government’s progressive
digital agenda, enabling you to keep up with
revolutionising trends whilst boosting your
organisation’s efficiency.

Project >

Save time with an integrated system
Concentrate on your strategic activities with our
time-saving automation, productivity enhancing
tools and shortcuts. We have designed the
solution to save you time in every process you
undertake, with existing customers typically
seeing a 47% increase in productivity.

Deployment options to suit your organisation
Instant access on multiple platforms, to suit
your needs. In addition to being deployable as
a typical on premise solution, our technology
is available as a hosted solution. We host and
manage the solution, so users can simply login
to the application online, meaning there is
no need for an expensive infrastructure; our
hosted solution grows with your organisation as
and when you decide, significantly reducing your
operating costs.
Anytime, anywhere and on any device
Our solution has a fully integrated mobile
application, providing instant access online to a
variety of self-service functions. This eliminates
burdens on your Finance, Sales and other
organisational teams, and equips them with the
tools and insight for optimised decision making
on the move.

More information
w oneadvanced.com
t +44(0) 8451 605 555
e hello@oneadvanced.com
Ditton Park, Riding Court Road, Datchet, SL3 9LL
Advanced Computer Software Group Limited is a company registered in England and Wales under company number
05965280, whose registered office is Ditton Park, Riding Court Road, Datchet, SL3 9LL. A full list of its trading subsidiaries
is available at www.oneadvanced.com/legal-privacy.

Museum of London
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Advanced Exchequer
“We see Advanced
Exchequer as a
solution that will grow
and evolve with us and
we are already looking
at other modules
that will further
enhance our business
productivity.
Implementing
Advanced Exchequer
has changed the role of
the finance team, as we
can now spend more
time on the higher-level
aspects of our role
rather than data entry
and chasing invoices!
From the moment
we started to use
Advanced Exchequer,
we had total clarity of
the business from a
financial perspective –
something that is vital
for a charity".
Besim Mani >
Finance Systems Manager >
Museum of London

